This fascinating book is about Konstantin Chirkov (1879-1874), born on the Pole of Cold in Siberia, who was elected by supreme forces. Having become a White Shaman after multi-stage initiation, he was not only a skilful healer, but also possessed supersensitive extrasensory abilities, such as prophecy, telepathy, telekinesis, deportation, and levitation. Besides, like all true shamans, he was a carrier of oral tradition, myths and folklore, thus being a keeper of spiritual culture of indigenous people of the North.

Yakutia is one of few places in the world where shamanism used to be an integral part of a traditional lifestyle until recently. Authorities always struggled against shamans, starting from forced Christianization by the Orthodox Church to committed discrimination of shamans by the Soviet regime. Escaping a sentence to be shot, Chirkov was sent to prison and disallowed to practice shamanism. However, he continued to help people and hand over his knowledge secretly.

The author Aleksandra Chirkova aspires to exonerate her father and other shamans who were labelled “insane” and “frauds”, emphasizing the cosmic nature of the gift and their role of spiritual culture carriers. Since the author is both a certified doctor and a healer using shaman techniques in her practice, this is not merely recollections of eyewitnesses about wondrous happenings; it is an honest narration of a person initiated to the ancient art of shamanism, who explains its phenomenon using concepts of parapsychology and psychophysics and believes it to be applicable in modern medicine.
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